Las week we had five meetings to install and get used to the tools, Application Designer and Integration Server.

On Thursday we tried to install these tools to all of the group members’ computers. He had some problems about the installations. On Friday we tried get used to the tools with reading tutorials. We managed to compose a project and some test web-pages with Application designer also tried to write some web-services in Integration Server Developer. I worked on Application Designer with Damir.

On Saturday Damir and I started to implement Registration and Login modules. Firstly we made some changes on the project database. Then we finished a bit of these modules’ implementations. On Sunday we continued on implementation of these modules. On Monday we tried to prepare user interface of CV Creation and Search Job modules.

Next week we will have two or three meetings. We will continue on the implementation of the CV Creation and Seek Job modules which are under the Job-seeker component.

*Emrah Uyaroglu/AIVA*
We held five meetings this week. We worked on the update of the living schedule of our team, then we tried to install Application designer on every computer we have and we tried to get used to the tool. But unfortunately we were able to make it work on just one of our computers. Then we tried to figure out how to install integration server, webMethods. We installed integration server on three of our computers however we were not able to make use of that tool as we had wished because of the problems encountered. The main issues of our meetings have been the development of the login and registration systems of our portal, the graphical user interface Job Seeker page and database design/implementation for demo.
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